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S descendants gave few copies to 

imsorr na smal 

ere coreg ae ee Bre a 
‘um. Tesla himself did nor 

Most likely the reader will see no repj; 
i i i 

Be Scag fonen * Teplies to letters about interesting questions or 

an lom he Corresponded. 
ora better uy 

ighificant historical value to the Personal life of Tesja 
his close relatives ang 

npilation the 
Nikola Tesla diligednt wo 

Curator of the h n O remind the reader that t anthology in Yugosta\ and 
h 4 the world. The staff prepa nal presen ) F 

P ae 
Sp ence 5 pub € year that was proclaimed-"Year —" 

of his death-one of the 
‘Sary—100th Annivers: 

in its triun phant applic: 
ed in Belgrade 1892. 

are still utilized today, and 

Mhichis in 
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NTRODUCTioy The 

Being a relative of Nikola Tesla sy 
; 

and the Closest fiys appropriate for me to Present a bri 8 Memb, y yeh, 
f backer ‘ Sr on his mother’s side , it is Tesla’s upbringing that began in 

». 
hhad a maternal influence on ika th 

P 

en to Budapest and Paris and finally to Anenca. 

____ His mother Georgina (Djuka) was the da ughter of Rev. Nikola T. Mandic (1800 -1863) and the granddaughter of Toma Mandic (1777. 
lowners in Lika. She had three sisters and 

y 
1840). They were Tespected citizens and 

ied to Toma Obradoyic). 

relatively wealthy in that part of the country. G : 

lawyer in Budapest. 7 a 
visited the USA in 

_Tesla’s uncle Trifun was 
in and signed 





chiller, “The Bell” into ildre 
ears in Rijeka y hich was part 

x] 

| 
as , 1 mean: in eitl language. c we 

a Teipjevich: Tesla’s sister * gS a 
&. 

Lika wher he was the pa J 





Marica Kosanovic to Nikola Tesla 
Plaski, Lika | : Tesla’s Sister 
1882 no month 

Mother(Djuka) came here for a few days to Plaski by us and she begs that you write to he is well. They have a new Parish home now (Tesla’s father was Rev. Milutin — 
ica passed 





a 2 wa 

New York, N.Y. 

Jan 9, 1890 Astoria House i 
Nikola Tesla, EE, 

p New York, USA yy 
Here I'am today ding another 150 Forints ($160) and I sent 150 Forints as arrived 

here. . still did not h Bites ns sis tai ete Jam 

ce My 
lave gone to Primorje (Adriatic) or in 

®t 

her 



*, rbojevic to Nikola Tesla 
—— Detroit, Michipan 

ding a check here for $250 based on today” 
| git Watch your health bc the ie Repent | syyuleers are completely cured and now my stomach ey 

gcd Grtation) and some kind of cramp oF “gpg jn | - will go away When the stomach, heals, 

| 
] 

;[told you, I am living in a my aan ars uh 
kie and I pay all the expenses, ae re 





qrbojevic to Nikola Tesla 

coe: a rcnns tina ee yap caprpeae | 
sen 1 go vatlthGlicha Tate Coieiedec seas Ginsu anne | 

vy wife Probably like me because she does not weiss ff, | | 

; 
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Hotel p F resla’s Nephew ennsylvania, N.Y, 

March 27, 199 My Dear Nephew: 

peripheral velocity is not too great, 

Your theory is rational but it must be expressed differently. It is Niecdceuse hs 
proving the speed but a consequence \from the same\". You can verify this with simple 
culations according to the law: mv=ft (Newton’s Law-translator’s note). 

the skin is \thin\ ° from oil breaks and forces the worm gear in \metallic\® contact 
° wheel with a very high speed according to that which penetrates is unknown and 

besides this skin becomes so to speak unbelievably thin before it breaks. But your idea is 
in common with experimental results as speed is increase \of\’ with the moment of 

_ Oiling is necessary o ise m i out little by little. For — 
‘them to last the longest it must . 

d: three, precision and foum 

The followi 

rt of your inp: 



. 
1 Le 

A 

b Its then 

Your theory is correct and entirely dependable. If you do not get better resul 

‘ 
to some trivial cause; most likely a lack 

with the ordinary forms of worm it must be du
e 

of precision in cutting and mounting the gear or to the use of a poor metal
. 

Your Honest Uncle 

Nikola 

Translator’s Note: [used fractional exponents like 1/2 in place of the square root radical 

commonly used in engineering books. It is much simpler to do on a computer. 

eses were used to integrate the numbers for a particular group within a fraction. 

rising that a man who is mostly an electrical engineer to have such detailed 

‘mechanical engineering. It is believed that he did not take courses in that 

is an autodidact in all of human activities. 



‘4, Ya ENN a 

Hy Nikola Trbojevic to Nikola Tesla 

, ae Ds Mim 4% Dacle: April 23, 1929 My De : 

e - ony .\n Timken Cam Gear and the same gear is for 

ank you for your interest and now will tell you the difficulties with this “worm gear” 
Remainder, written in English 

We have a ratio of 26 to 6; 5 1/4” centers, 33° helix angle, The worm is bronze..: the 
gear is steel and hardened ground. Length of worm is 41/2” ; length of helical tooth in the 
worm is 8/12”. 

We are getting a “bearing” in the worm through the entire length of its threads, 8 1/2 
Sin each of the 6 threads. The gear tooth has a short bearing, about 1”. The errors 

of gear teeth are maximum .0045” for which reason the drive is noisy at high 
PM) and has simultaneous contact with 4 teeth at once which would be 

the gear teeth were evenly spaced. Now, Iam trying to regrind the gears in = 

another machine i ope to bring the spacing errors down to .0005” 
be close enou, i % 2 

In action, the st ooth enters the ho one end, and rides over it 

_ asif over a cam throug id distar : Dariagshis with tie 
conventional worm drive (in whi : ze), the length of the bronze 

oth is only 2” for the same cente f rao. a eo he mas 
ter than formerly, which ought to gi , 

t an oil film area per second. At the same 

eas the present gear has only 1.5 ov 
ime as formerly: perhaps even less on 





earance hobs also is progressing 

ll go over big; as we already \h cut some gears i 
015” and thatis just the beginning. \ 

ou? I am afraid t things are not going well witl 

Your Nik serted 

“ LA: 

> 
FRE . 
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s > Tet cola Trbojevic 
Hotel Pennsylvania, N.Y. 

’s Nephew Written in ENGLISH May 28, 1929 

My Dear Nephew, 

“Under enclosure I am returning you specification description of the [hou
r glass] work 

with some suggestions relative to the same. 

You are very deep, indeed , in gear science and must have burne 

/tol! evolve such a device. It is evidently a very valuable invention and there is no doubt in 

my mind that you will secure broad claims. 

e greatest advantage of your work is the relatively very small specific pressure {total 

sure Ibs /area of actual contact sq. inches}. It has a beneficial effect on 

da lot of midnight oil 

| and efficiency and with greatly reduces wear
 that administers pressure 

acco} o an exponential function. You do not get a greater speed but only uncover a 

x Narger/ lm surface per second. The speed of the worm is the same as that of the 

= wheel ‘since? les" there is no slip. Nevertheless you will improve the lubrication /through 

the reduction of pressure/*. The force of adhesion is /so/* great Jenough/’ / /as/ to carry 

the oil into the pressure area at the smallest velocities but, at which t
he pressure p= cuv- 

As the coefficient c is usually not much greater then 8. It is clear when driving the worm 

with /a/” low speed in /engine/"” the l
ubricant is cut offnot far from its entrance into the 

siderable portion of a revolution the 
gear runs dry. In 

pressure area so that for a con: 

bine operated worms the conditions are incomparably better. 

method of generating 
the teeth has /muc! ‘| impressed me. /very much” . 

ective of its practical value it i
s a notable eentgbution to theore

tical science. You 

nn ies in this fi 
an almost un 

i worms may be useful i 

derstand have to wor 

ope that you will soon atta 

is fide skilled].for t 

by making the work of 

the life‘ofa gear is limite 

only /when/* it 





Hotel Pennsylvania, N.Y. 

May 16, 1929 

" eet as possible because your patents based on \your\' important\” 

company where you began this work. 

You did not have to be / a genius/* to guess how it is with me. It isn’t bad but terrible. 

As I told you before I developed a wonderful invention, a /new/* by which/* [...] in a 

ompletely simple way will be able to produce rays so called unlimited power. ou” 

se and is for distances/*. I tumed to my best friend in Paris to telegraph and send 

he hope that he would. 1 did not know that he was /very/"’ ill for a year and 

me back that he died from cancer. /I was present/"* at his burial in 

up my bank account and it is frozen until litigation is complete. 

I loaned last year/"® from the bank in Philadelphia $15,000 

‘ Valtham Watch Co. Not long ago the Federal Reserve 

the bank and Thad to pay my loan /immediately/” 

‘through some friends /wh aaa) are in serious monetary difficulties/” . Meanwhile the 

I promised to reduce the royalty by 1/3 if 
company Waltham want to buy my paten 

pay me $7: 000/*°. That seemed 

ut the mont nd what is Wo 

s up/? and send through until 

ur uncle, Nikola 



You have spent a 

My work is still going along but 

such unexpected monetary p) 

[loaned to friends. Now I 

Why don’t you 

‘Speed indicator? 

- Tread about 0 

ble to give lectures 

~ Tam well and will write a 

t Niko 



Hotel Pennsylvania, N.Y. 

May 19, 1929 

eo when Trbojevic is in a bad situation. 

When you get a reply from the exa
miner, reprint the specifications with my r

emarks and 

jt would be fine if I could review the amendmen
t before you send it to Washington. It 

jould be a shame if the patent was issued full of mistakes. 

To rely /in short/‘ I did not have enough money to complete the sp 

stop work many times that/° 

ect to those other [...] metals the engineers want that I put everything in 

'd not want to do that, because, Iwas 

eedomoter, because, | 

n before there is a contract signed. I di 

sure that yy technicians walligphom [had cultivat
ed friendly relations break up. 

I showed plane (vertical takeoff) to General Motor
s and they asked that I send 

the plans Lhe the right to /this . can refus
e. Ihave e very good patents of the 

two more patents/* to secure an automobile that will be like a 
aeroplane, 

normal car that can flyin the air with /for/'°. They don’t want to/'' accept the aeroplane 

- because,/’” they say itis not their discipline and app
aratus for high energy. If did 

ing like this it would be found out and m
y goose would be cooked. 

thought much about everything a1 saw hat the b ) to my problems is with 

he Waltham Watch Co. ‘ma 

keep as much. M: 



vikola Trbojevic to Nikola Tesla 

y - esla’s Nephew Detroit, Michigan 

“> My Dear Uncle May 7, 1929 , 

beng — diameter, etc. The extra tooth serves to absorb my manufacturing error and it | 

serves fine. Now I can take my gears just as they come from the machine and put them 

tin ether without any lapping, scraping, ete, and they fit together and run smoothly, 

| You are surprised that the new Tesla /and/ Trbojevic people are in financial difficulties 

' but the difference is that Tesla is in dire straits because he spent the money but also d 

to friends. 2 a 
Now I am: working ona clear cutter for steering gears. If this succeeds I will 

able to change my contract with General Motors. How things st nd to ay, they ha 

option for the steering gear for $100,000 /cash/ non exclusive es 
would rather change this to straight 1 oyalty witho : tions, because, royalties yield 

$150,000 yearly. We shall sdf | pal i i 

Strong and indisputable, while, the ste 

ll write again shortly and tell 

» AS you had written your speedomoter 

abi shame because you had a chance to £ j 

e 

ou , your nephew, Niko 

4% 
- * 

4 



1h > Hotel Pennsylvania, N.Y. 

; x June 10, 1929 

[to know from your letter of the 7th of this month that you are 

1s that you are like the whole world-angry at me. You 

ha lamp in the afternoon that you might find a man who 

expense than your misunderstood uncle. This was a 

ia for me since I began wie relentlessly. For the last 40 years I never made 

ittempt that I had not discovered or completed as is the custom. I always complete 

hing in my myigad to the smallest detail and all goes well without changes as planned. 

correct that Tspent the money because you did not see the difference between 

Tvojevic. Tesla loaned all over large sums and did not get the money back at 

fevic saved like his dad and saved every dollar will come back with interest 

except th J oan to ~*~ is like last year’s snow, Die Kirch (church) 

(guten magen 
You did not unc d 

royalty or buy a n0 v 4 i a least a million dollars in fact 

to bene.-they will not pay 

you not a cent if your sp 
pulstigme a short whil 

_ Iwas very busy and did do everythi isf - ing t@jour conditions 

without overtures. 

All get a patent of great 

Ldo not know what is the clearance 

wrote you be 

which does not caus 



Nikola Trbojevic to Nikola Tesly 

Tesla’s Nephew 

My Dead Uncle: 

E = ny 5 6 = Ss 8 2 6 i 

se A 

good omen. 

How are you? Did the pain in your ribs go away? About the old country, we write 
| regularily and they ask about you always special my mother, 

ire ch Your Nephew, Niko 
_ POSTAL TELEGRAPH 

Nikola Tesla to Nikola Trbojevic premmvore N.Y. 
Tesla’s Nephew 

a” 
iti |. That Opponents want to get my stocks. Now ] am positive that they cannot succeed. Thai 

amount has to be paid, Uncle 

ikola Tesla Detroit, Michigan . Ve. ; ‘ 
Nikola Trbojevic to Niko! ee 

: 
Te Nephew 

' timp hh 
am sorry that they cs nnot help 

you aint A 

en any money from General Motors and if the 
¢ 

wa 

this job. Besides tha' a 

i ence 
cannot get an thing b 1 



Celie, Slovenia, Yugoslavia 
A 

idered brothers) November 12, 1929 

» 

Paes . Se 
1 other. ) dear deceased mother with 

you and 

ith her therly kindness raised me from 
one year 

f we went in different ons 0 

ily passed away, only you, Angelina, A 

, a that even in despair or difficu
lty we cannot help each other. 

o the war everyone lived for himself a
nd lived pretty well. After the 

led and some left home and everything i
s tumed around 

ot live with conditions here. 

to Orthodox priest in Slovenia
 and three years 

and she, poor lady, was left
 with 5 small children 

. sibly to help her with my small dowry. 

im August and was in bed two 

ountry (Lika, Croatia)) 

the elementary school 

d move to our land 

ould m able to go 



Nikola Tesla to Nikola Trbojevic 

Hote} ; qesla’s Nephew ania, New Neer 

Dear Nephew, October 4, 1995 
Thad some trivial matters and so many to ewe 

» Jam still struggling with my mon 

Sttuation is ity l General Motors Uhad predicted to you four months ey feng Ne e Pay 
aig lg anything for that patent as it was Written. Too bad that you did not inform me sooner 
Y Wel fig about it. I still have not finished that Work on metals so that this time I am not going 
iia into debt for a large sum that 1s needed for the Project to begin. Thope you he best, Your Uncle, Nikola 

\ 
[ a Nikola Trbojevic to Nikola Tesla Detroit, Michigan 

if 
I = Tesla’s Nephew 

1H November 18, 1929 
4 Dear Uncle: 

Treceived your letter November 12 with an article by you in “World Magazine”. My ii 
God, you [...] Edison. Too bad this will not help you much in your work, because, = y : 
Edison became an American Institution or symbol, Se erica flag and woe 
Snticizes Edison, he runs into a hornets nest of opposition American. It is a ®» 
thankless job to criticize Edison in Ameri 

Ould like to clean up that debt GF S900 thatleays 
i A t Ihave an acknowledgr liately/’. Send me an IOU no! ts, 

Out the $2,500 that J gave you last yea a ‘ 4 
4 contract with Starret Tool Co.? 2) Do y i r a 

Je know I have 



Be: Tacl. se 
7 ‘ likola Tesla to Nikola Trbojevic Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, NY 

- ‘esla’s Nephew November 20, 1929 

Treceived your letter of the 18th and I gathered that things are bad with you. Do not 

become pessimistic. Things will surely turn around. 

You are wrong about Edison as an American institution. All of the propangda does not 

worth one iota. My article had a big impression and you are correct it does not help me. 

_ /X think/" that you are not normal, because, you demand that honestly and openly ask how 

are things with Starret Tool Co. /0/*. [had expressed so much about this that I don’t 

iow what else to say [...] preliminary agreement with them and then they were very 

‘eager as of now to fabricate my old model and I did not want to agree to this because I 

found out \later\* some things are better and cheaper and this new model would have been 

made quite a while ago and would have received the money right away. However the 

work would have been done\* in their factory and I watch that because I have already 

been bumed before \this way\’ either factory like you with GM Co. About the patents, I 

did not do anything \neither can 1 until I complete all \because\* that is my big donkey 

when they mention anything prior to contract signing. About production one cannot 

mention 

In these circumstance \will be\!? best that I give you an IOU for $2,500 and the same for 

it $700 check that you will find in due time. 

the money I will complete what I started. Starret wrote me already 

promise that\"T would not promise other factories, 
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; WESTERN UNION CABL EGI 

| 
Marica Kosanovic to Nikola Tesla 

: 
- Tesla’s Sister 

Paki, Lika, Yugoslavia 
Hotel Pennsylvania 

December 18, 1929 
Allofus congratulate you on your Name Day, Marica 

Nikola Trbojevic to Nikola Tesla Bethin tes 
Tesla’s Nephew Lettethead Timken Axle Co. ee 

) 

hey on Dear Uncle: 

h ihe, [have not “ar from you in three months and I wonder how are you? My work is very 4 i difficult and things are not going Will, but with luck I still hold my job at Timken. My wife is going to have a baby in 2 or 3 weeks. 
» Ifit is not difficult for you, can you send some amount of your debt? I am in a difficult position because of these worries, expenses, etc. Task you to pay whatever you can. - ae Greetings from , Niko 

, > Nikola Trbojevic to Nikola Tesla Detroit, Michigan » J) ) ol Tesla’s Nephew 
April 22, 1930 

—_—* Dear Uncle: 
. F 

= You did not answer my last letter I 

My wife gave birth to a son who is 

(Paul). She wanted to nam 

use. we did not ever have a William in ou ; r _ “Y Work is so so and I have a —. i a m Steer ing gears dai 3 cars) ne a “6 A 
Pending for the ste gar: Tee en , 

receive money from GM. I now be 

a ger wil give 30 



UNION CABLEGRAM 

Fiume (Rijeka), Italy 

Plaski, Lika, Yugoslavia 

December 18, 1930 

your progress and greet you on your Name Day, Maric
a 

Ruma, Serbia, Yugoslavia 

June 9, 1931 

Jate cousin Milutin Tesla who is the son of Josip Tesla, 

ija Tesla nee Mandic. 

esentative in Ruma and married and died in 1914. 

aforts me to take this opp 
ll 



nding you picture of my dear mother a + 

ph 

My her liked you: P to the end and with unusual sisterly lo 
This loy ou was handed down to her children. We, 

- Tespect and pride is unlimited. 
Accept greeting from all s and mostly fi true nephew. 

- POST, ELEG H 

uncle, love you. Our love 

Marica Kosanovic to Nil 

To Go ‘emnor Clinton Hi j 
-‘Tthin a ‘4 - s and a lo “thnk of you continually f . 

ca hugs you. 3 4, ; 

A AN 

wv 





- Kosanovic to Nikola Tesla 
{ 

ey Sav’ 

"ny, qesla’s Nephew ae Yugoslavia 

Vn ™, \ pear Uncle. ober 6, 1935 | 
1 know how much you worry about moth i] 

hae é Stand now concemed | Oy ‘, jer. Inow take the liberty to write to you about as about knowing about ty 

‘As you had said once to me about mother and for en 7 

4 yourself earth hi 
4 to happen to disturb you. It really is so, The death of our Undle § ees h 

thig Mi, { very much upset mother and she went to Susak in a villa, ay ae at | 
. now here two months \ 

4 Pa b } iy : > 
May and it is very beautiful. The home is very comfortable. There is much it 4 : | 

and the room for a park and across the street is the sea with a terrace and from the 

window a heavenly view of Kvamer Bay, city comfort with all its amenities. Mother 

always liked the city and the sea and here she feels in her milieu, especially when she is in 

her own home. Her first wish was to write to you a detailed letter as soon as she came 

here. Meanwhile she had an accident. She slipped on a rock and broke the radius of her i 

right hand. Now, after five weeks she healed completely and is now beginning to exercise. 

Because of this, she is not writing and is hardly waiting to write to you. = ‘. 
‘, 

Everyone of your dispatches were energized with animated anticipation and worry about + ) 

wy f 

she gives all of us strength in battle; an unusual int 

r in her own element. She works hard physical 

that she is contented. The th 

~ igiored her. We are proud that she is 

paired. Mother did 

} Other jokes and 

and have two homes. 

*Uncle’s death had shoo! 



Dor "t Worry abou her, sh 

x sends her 

U.S. 

ber of the Tesla Memorial 

ley are in the Tesla Museum 



My: ' ’ : "= Sa a% 

; 
WESTERN UNION CABLEGRAM be fh Marica Kosanovic to Nikola Tesla : hy 

P 1 | »s Sister 
Ni # 0% 

4 Tesla’s 
October 23 Oh ° To: Hotel New Yorker, N.Y, 

basi ty ." tis excellent her. Hand is healed, Marica My, 1 tt, WESTERN UNION 
be Nikola Tesla to Marica Kosanovic New York 

| Mp4 ’ Tesla:s Sister October 24, 1935 | To: Marica Kosanovic , Susak Istar St., Yugoslavia 

Isend brotherly greetings happily. Nikola Tesla 

WESTERN UNION CABLEGRAM 

| Marica Kosanovic to Nikola Tesla Susak, Yugoslavia 

Tesla’s Sister January 6, 1936 

With sisterly love I greet you on the New Year and your Name Day, Sister Marica 

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM 

Nikola Tesla to Marica Kosanoic New York, NY | : b 

Tesla’s Sister May 25, 1936 : 

Went to a great dedication in Belgrade and 1 i -. greets you, Sister 

Marica 

WESTERN UNION TELE 
Nikla Tesla to Marica Kostnovig e ‘ 
Tesla’s Sister 

Never a better rejpresentative and you g 
a 
<<. 



ae ee 

7 COMMERCIAL CABLEGRAM 

>? if ica Se abvic to Nikola Tesla Susak, Yugoslavia 

Ja’s Sister September 29, 1936 t 

vl M cosmeny cured with my tuberculosis and further my great brother my 50 year battle 

and honor to Dr. Boksan. Will write more, Love, Marica 

COMMERCIAL CABLEGRAM 

Nikola Tesla to Marica Kosanovic New York, N.Y. \ 

Tesla’s Sister October 29, 1936 

Sent to Susak, Yugoslavia 

Xepresenting me was too much for you. I am pleased to hear that you are well again. 

are of yourself. I am very happy of a relative who helped me in a difficult struggle 

eountry and the government survive. Love you brother Nikola 

¢ to Nikola Tesla Detroit, Michigan 

September 10, 1937 Tesla’s : 

Dear Uncle: dad 

Tam giving a Ta news that our older son Jackie 13 years of age fell 

Jast Saturday fro: high tree and broke his neck and died on the spot. This crushed Alice 

and me so much oy to write about it. We aaa a very beautiful burial 

The whole pros 

| a Boy Scout troop were the p: 

ife is complete shattered and 

write at least a 





” 
my integrity. Thad two wishes; one, after my death that you get my 

orvic and that you write a book about wheels. Mestorvic gladly agreed, 

d before you write a book. You have crazy luck of that your uncle. | 

know that outstanding scientists who speak all of the major languages and competent 

technicians, a doctor of literature can be your secretary and co-worker. One must gather 

I the sources that you would do at this book stores interpret it technically and that the 
book be glish and the Tesla institute could complete your recommendations and 

ticipate tha ome a usefull Serb and write to me soon. Don’t worry about my 

[ still am wo: 

Nikola Te: Detroit, Michigan 

Tesla’s. - November 16, 1936 

Dear Uncle: 

1 

likolé 

e new things that will help me 

the engine is in the rear), I 9 

h is expensive, but a 

ou blue prints 









ith 
e. Iwill have 

ell and have a 



one third are not 

ection wi hout any dis ce i 

s. The ai is equal to a diame 
here is limited distance of traye 

eed nine statio 
ame 1s fo} 

3 for Serbia; {oan 7: 
everyone 200 KW which ca; 
\ 

The contents of one bomb can be 

atia and 1 

h me acery oc volts f 
ress my deepes pect to Dr. Macek 

le, Nikola Tesle 

ADIC 

Ovic to Nikola Tesla 

phew 

you very much for your telegr: 

- Nephew, 



There will not be any lig ht, el ectr 

of 118,837,370,000 cent 

n be used for tanks, trucks, 

| that of the diameter 

and good result war and . 

, they are 3,723 times 

great distances. In my 

ore electricity than 

moment each | have 





ally a 

L » printed was the most elemental non 

nced that more than once yo uv 

w that I had given in Pittsburgh 

from Serbia proper. In 

not even care for “> 

— 



that can help our homeland. 

—_ you uncle, Niko 

ola Tesla 

who proposed as a 

Government in 

Bishop and Vrlinic 

mfortable if you also don’t do. 

espect you and greet you. yol 

and together 

president of Serbian N: fon 

gainst WE Crna 



lew Yorker to Nikola 

greetings on your | 

ne of your great ideas th 

ola Trbojevic 

Detroit, 

Mie . 
er 14, no year “—) b 





was written 
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NIKOLA TESLA CORRESPONDENCE BINOER 3 

Xerographic prints from microfilm. 

Columbia University Microfilm Reel #1 

(concluded) and Reel # 2. 

Mss, Box # LIL (beginning & middle) 





Columbia University Library Special Collections 
Microfilm Reels of Nikola Tesla Collection (as of 1988) 

Master Neg, # Box # 

I 
II 

III (beginning) 

3841 III (middle) 

3841/3842 III (end) 
vi 
Ni 

VI 



ae. ee : a STER“RESH pst 83.0517 BIBLIOGRAPHIC MICROFIEM 1, 3540. > : 
ORIGINAL MATERIAL AS FIIMED — copy of existing catalog record, : - 
ORIGINAL MATERIAL AS FILMED, x 

TESLA, Nikola, 1856-19h3 ies manuscripts, documents, photographs and printed material, 1894 - 1936, 

BOX I Cataloged correspondence: Nikola Tesla to Robert U. Johnson and P | P| family, 1894-1900 and n.d. i 
| Box TT Nikola Tesla to Robert U. Johnson and E | family, 1901-1936; miscellaneous correspondence | | BOX IIT Uncatalogea materials: photographs, clippings, memorabilia, printed zi BOX IV Catelogea correspondence: Letters to Nikola Tesla and George Scherff; | } | Nikola Tesla to George Scherff,1900- 8 July 1905. { ! | 

Box V Nikola Tesla to George Scherff, 10 July 1905— a || 1930. as: 
BOX VI Cataloged manuscripts and docunents; uncataloged printed mterial and photographs. 7 4 

. ia 

| i. 
, x THIS IS A PHOTOCOPY OF ORIGINAL MATERIALS: 

IN THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, THIS FLM Wor To Be MHS Re Bsn 
& Ca Do = ; , REPRODUCED EXCEPT This photocopy must be returned to the Rcre Book Restesctions, if aly, on use:) svipriemeee and Manuscript Cee Butler Library) ot the SoLuiBin UNIVERSITY — completion of the r use. 

MASTER NEGATIVE IN COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

TECHIICAL MICROFIUM DATA — ee CROP TE DATA Filmed by Columbia University, New York, Nev York 
Film size: 

Reduction ratio: 
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his studies at 
he completed 
Prague and 

in the gineering ; he Parisian 
he next year (3882) 
Mr. Edison in the 

field 
current dist improved the efliciency of the induction coil, and experimented the new field opened up by himself of high frequency phenomena, also wireless distribution of lighting and Power, and economical vacuum tube lighting, His late work has been on syntonic wireless ‘legaphy, 

Mr. Tesla has been astonishingly of new lines of scientific investigation, and for this reason has few competent critics, In stature he isa tall, sparely built man, hay- ing the modest bearing of astudent. A German accent clings to his excellent He is unmarried and has lived a quiet life in New York City, 1 of late an extensive Alaboratory and wireless te} station fh been built by him on the Jersey is interesting to know that only a: i statements since 1893 have agprared ‘the technical press and the Cent n In 1903 there is more than $40, 000, t Be Mlovesied . ac} * z 
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UT] NPUBLISHED TESLA MATERIAL, 

: NE CESSARy INFORMATION FOR comp, 
& UNDERSTANDING LETION OF TESLA INVENTIONS, . 

DR. NIKOLA TESLA SELECTED pareyy WRAPPERS 
from 

THE Nat TONAL ARCHIVES 
Compiled py SOHN. RArziare 

Sols. 92255, Soft cover. Gace Punched. Publishea 198) 
1C. No. 80-83269 *3 

ISBN 0-9603536-2_ 
} 
i 
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terial. In 
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Tk 55 noted thet tent application specifications to reflect 239 cone cate isantation. Tis is partlenlaely evisene durlep 899 Colorado Spring 
Inforratien cont 

‘other writings. 
Maseheegeealelliizece ectait in the prisciples ond conatrertion of srchantead onetitan 

‘ors, Dlageless turbines and pangs 
2 

the speed of Light. “To quote 4 few int 

im an osciliating circuit, 
mieten of speraiios seaine sevete Ineleding sothadalslwarzion the period x cnet ltation for éetection o0 Of Saving vessels. 
(4) Using  eegitttioratyiivavie can be mode to trevel aledy though St were perfectly smcothe 
e aieraartn ects ss irauthen © <ycive perinaeeatiaetta IOI tcalicacise tas such, but ‘father the earth acts as a capacity, 
denciii? (at Sounds are eaedlin reistion to the stationary save te eiesin in potential. 
(7) Low tecpere search involving Cat spiral colle and curation of exci llations. 
The contents are of the 

Limited edition of 600 copies 922 pee, A vols. & $50.00 Shipping - U.S, and Canada $ 2.50 Calif, resicents add 60 sales tax 
Tesla Book Company, 1580 magnolia Ave., Millbrae, CA 94030 (415) 697-4903 



TESLA K COMPANY 

DR. NIKOLA TESLA 

1 ENGLISH/SERBO-CROATIAN DIARY COMPARISONS TI SERBO-CROATIAN DIARY COMMENTARY 
11 TESLA/SCHERFP COLORADO SPRINGS CORRESPONDENCE 

1899-1900 
By: John 7, Ratzlaff and Pred A. Jost 

Soft cover. GBC punched. Published 1979. L.C. No. 79-67377 ISBN 0-9603536-0-7 
This volume contains important supplementary information to Nikola Tesla, Colorado Springs Notes, 1899-1900. The English text of Teclavs notes unfortunately Sorbenerricte in a MUMberiOfivery important detailslasicompared to the initial Serbo-Croatian publication. After a detailed comparison of the te texts, it is the opinion of the authors that the differences and onissions are direct clues to important areas of research. : 
The first section of this publication deals wieti corrections and comments Felating to the English text, and algo lists some of the differences in contents 
A complete summary of the commentary Of Prof, Marincic, from the Serbo-Croatian text, is included in the second section. Several of the most important Tesls patents relating to the commentary have been included. 
The third section is a compilation of cor! spondence between Nikola Tesla and his accountant, George Scherff, who was in charge of the New York laboratory during the absence of his employer. ‘The subject matter relates directly to the colorado Springs experiments, and adds additional detail to the 1899-1900 period. 
It is intended that the supplementary information contained in this volume will provide additional insights into the important experiments conducted by Tesla, an appreciation for the total effort which was expended, and finally, a deeper under- Standing of the personality of this true genius. 

Limited edition ef 500 copies. e 
‘182 pp. R $20.00 Shipping-U.S. and Canada 1.00 
Calif. residents addd Sales tax 

Tesla Book Company, 1580 Magnolia Ave., Millbrae, CA 94030 (415) 697-4903 



Seft cover. GBC punched, Published 1se0_ Lec. No. 79-67722 ISBN 0-9603536~1-5 

The Tesla Patents are 122 in number, Plus one reissue. Many of 
the available copies fromthe U. §. Patent Office, at 50 cents per 
Patent, are difficult to read. the Suality of the reproduction of 
the patents being offered in this two volume set is excellent, and 
at less than half the cost of patents obtained through the Patent Office. 

Limited edition of 500 copies 500 pp., 2 vols. $25.00 Shipping - u.s. and 1.30 Calif. residents add 6% sales tax 
Tesla Book Company, 1580 Magnolia Ave., Millbrae, CA 94030 (415) 697-4903 
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esle, 
DR. NIKOLA TESLA BIBLIOGRAPHY Fhote oa 

By: John T. Ratzlafé and Leland 1. Anderson 

Soft cover. Perfect Bound. Published 1979 L.C. No. 78-66027 ISBN 0-918660-08-4 Responding to the need expressed by librarians and researchers ciecushout the COUREEYyiithe authors have produces this exhaustive edi- tion of an annot, 
(1856-1943). The period covered is from 1884 through 1978. Approxi- 
Complete list of U. S. patents granted to Tesla, arranged by date of Spplication. 11 earlier, lessor bibliographic efforts have been merged in this edition, with both North American and European sources cited. 

All articles, whether being found in multiple sources or having only minor significance, have been cited. A short biography is inclu- ged. The chronological arrangement will be an aid to the user in fol~ lowing the sequence of Tesla's life, scientific discoveries, and accomplishments. 

Published by Ragusan Press 
230 pp. $18.00 Shipping - U.S. and Canada 1.00 

Calif. residents add 6% sales tax 

Available from: 
Tesla Book Company, 1580 Magnolia Ave., Millbrae, CA 94030 (415) 697-4903 

Future Publications: DR. WIKOLA TESLA - FRPOMCREEISY AND NCCRAN 
DR. NIKOLA TESLA ~ SELECTED WRITINGS DR. NIKOLA TESLA - PHOTO RISTORY 
DR. NIKOLA TESIA = SELECTED ARTICLES 



EXPERIMENTS 

Nikola Tesla 
ALTERNATE GURRENTS COLORADO SPRINGS 

Ce NOTES 1899-1900 
HIGH POTENTIAL AND HIGH FREQUENCY, sea ieraiu ee ae ae 

A LETUNE DELIVERED nuvoNE Ene IReTITOTION OF nal and. Setbo-Croat translation of the ELECTHICAL, a, LONDON, working diary of Nikola Tesla, the great 
‘American scientist of Yugoslav origin, has 
‘been published on the occasion of the 120" 

NIKOLA. TESLA. anniversary of his birth, The diary was 
‘weilten during Testa's experiments in the 

(WINE AN APPEND BY Tire sawE AUTHOR 
orn 

TRANSWISSION OF ELECTRIC ENERGY WITHOUT WIRES, 
Raniawiva aie Racer Wont, ape Untserrve Iueerasrione "Phow Faoroouarue Meven teroae Pusuiasa. ina 

‘out from June 1, 1899 to January 7, 1 
WU @ Now Portrat and a Mographical Suldh of the Author, 

176 Pages Hardback $10,00 
First printed 1904 

NIKOLA TESLA 
His Inventions, Researches and Writings 

By THOMAS C. MARTIN: 

Cloth — $10.00 

Pieaon any for The First t ies volume covers 
ferla’s lectures, miscellaneous iyeussions anid 
i the year 1804, forelion toe ‘ 

Tat nad sborce sie he face ed paaaned es 
| a . 

440 Pages Hardback size 8 x1! Price—US $40 



1 or. wikora Tesla Bibliography-by John 7, Ratzlaff and Leland 1. 
Anderson (add $1.00 for Shipping) (J) or. wikora Tesla 

ig. 

by John T. Ratzlare ang Fred A 
O Dr. Nikola Tesla — Complete Patents (2 vols.) Compiled by John tT. Ratzlaff (aaa $1.50 for shipping) 

* Jost (Add $1.00 for shipping) 

;) Compiled by John T. Ratzlage (4d4 $2.50 for shipping) 

CO Nikota tesia - Colorado Springs Notes 1899-1900 (Add $1.50 for shipping) 
(Nikola testa ~ nis Inventions, Researches and Writings By Thomas C. Martin (Ada $1, 00 for shipping) 
(1 experiments with Alternate Currents of Hi gh Potential and High Frequency-by Nikola Tesla (ad $. 75 for shipping) 

Total amount for books 

“Discount (if any) 
Total less discount 
Calif. residents add 64 sales tax 
Shipping 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 
*10% discount on orders over $60.00 
*15% discount on orders over $100.00 
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Unrrep Staves Patent Orrice. | 
NIKOLA TESLA, OF NEW YORK, N.Y. 

ART OF TRANSMITTING ELECTRICAL ENERGY THROUGH THE KATURAL ‘MEDIUMS, 
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jan, Lika, now of Yugostavia (Fig. 1). The father was pastor of the local Orhodax ehucch; his mother, 1 accomplished 
of houschold 

contributions were, within his lifetime, to change the life and industry of the whole world, Mention 

chanees good that Tesla had a hand in their cept and early 
credible fight of achievement, 
im the early 1880's 
more than two 
discoveries 

cone 
In an in- 

rudimentary electric 
Marconi had flashed 
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dear Mr. 

have just pritten to the 
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Company 
t-current mo viz., one 

: % A 

one-hal one-quarter M.P., all to be wo 

Plens © and let me have these at once, @ 
Bi 
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iz emporerily in s 
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current from the ¢ 
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nN 5 s » Mrs Co Reiigeot tig ' 
‘, | a 

; Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Is My @ear ur. Scott: 

i ‘ij == 

whieh is intended to replace the old converters constructed 

Vorld* sipeis. 

ur. Schmid will do for me es meh as he 

from Fie) cus 
I write this to ask you df you Would not kindly devote a little 
can, yet oe that he may be ‘too busy, or away 

Fou 
7 i 

“ed ‘ ha carte 3 \ a . mikes 

attention to this small matter, T shi 11 be very much obligedsto| 

the two converter 
you 1f you will see that 

ery soo . I nopoled | may 0 ndvance the co 

struction of the retating | 

work has been y don! _ time pgo. 
“RE 
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6, zg. Houston Stes 

New York Citys 

i] 

: | 

Mr. Albert Schmid, Supt., 

Westinghouse Electric Co., 

Fatteburehy Pa. 

Wy dear Mr. Schmid: 

acer dispatch of Saturday has reached mo 

late in the afternoon. I thank you very much for the prompt at~ — \ 
+ 4 Sea 

tease on to my Lette sand hope that tho machine has turned out ce 
LS 

18 

>» 
tirely to your satisfaction, which means to say that it cannot ve 3h 

v 
“a 

further improved. 

You will add to my obligations 4f you will ‘intorm 3} when yo 

expect to ship my high=tension coll, It must be very well under 

way, judging from a 10teb which Mr. Seott wrote to me some | 

% 

ago. I hope also thet 3 will be able to ship we.) | 

" together with the rotabing-tran: meus ; 

to have soon th 
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: | 
pleased to note the great improvements 

these Yes over thos 1 : 

doubt highly en machine ;| ; a . 

| vee c ch the specd ulation is effecte: 4] 

owes that you * wile togeth an the mo 

: Th st suite 0 o with generntors. 



“ >. Nia Verh, February 18th, qe): 

Nikola Tesla, Reqs, : pk 4 é ee 
46 Fast Fouston Street, New York. ¥ Pag : 

_ My dear ir. Tesla:- 

. enclose draft of a le*ter which I think covers the ‘ange- 

+ ment you ‘talked of with Mr.Yorgan. If you will write hin such a letter 

ellright, 

1 ivery truly, 
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Hon. Comnissioner o: 

Sir:- 

In the above entitled 

to the official lette! 
5 

Cancel th ntire specification and claizs, 

ignatures, and itute therefor the annexed. 

eplying to iner's statemen’ 

BY : ed we would t the electrode ¢ 

689,0: port ed on a of low density, 

appe 

ndiad curvatu: 

of the electro 

in this and other re 
n-cOmmon 

whatever, with 2 

page! 10 and 11, of th 

a 
: 

salient ‘tures of his inve 

sufficie convince 



OF SOME O ORS 

DEVICES ie 

BIS GOOD nah 
HAD PIOTOGRAPES H 
THIS APPARATUS MORE THAN A 
YEAR AGO—THE “OSCILLATOR” 

AND ITS WONDERFUL EPFFI- 
» crency. fe 

ORTU) 

Nikola Tesla some time since estab- 

lished his right to be known as the 

most promising electrical inyentor of 
to-day. When on March 13 last 

his laboratory, his workshop and all 
__ ita contents, and most of his impor- 

jon there 

n'saying 
charge 

ny hour 
) Energie 
descrip- 
lowing 
electric 

\\o more 

in the 

ro 

tant records were totally destroyed by 

fire, the loss was felt by every one 

familiar with recent electrical develop- 

ments. 

Tesla, although an extremely mod- 

est man, very widely known 

through his achievements in pure 

is 

Pio. 1—Tae Task Osciitaton SuowN aT Cuicapo pe 1898, 
- * 

_ ford Martin re 

ongaged at this he 
In view of the fa 

most important reoords 
it is extremely fortunate | 
persuasions of Thomas Commer- 

ted in securing pho- 

tographs of a number of pieces of 
apparatus which Mr. Tesla had 
developed and constructed more than 

a year ago. ‘he illustrations which 
accompany this article were made 

“rotating magnetic field” the long. 
distance transmission of alternating 
current from Niagara Falls has be- 
come possible. ‘The busic idea of this 

discovery is to produce acircularly — 
shifting magnétiem ‘instead of the 
well-knowa phenomenon of magnet- 

ism in a fixed position. 
To the lay mind the most wonder- 

ful of all Tesla’s experiments was the 

‘lighting of electric lamps or empty 
from the photographs referred to. glass bulbs in free space, without any 

The half-tone plates were engraved 

at the time the photographs were 

taken, another 

stance, as the original prints were 

burned with everything else the Tesla 
laboratory contained. 

Naturally, Mr. Tesla does not wish 

to have complete technical evidence 

fortunate circum- 

connection with the wires or generat- 

ing apparatus. The light from these 
‘Tesla tubes is so intense that photo- 

graphs taken by their illumination 

have been made with exposures of 
‘eight to 10 minutes. 

Fig. 2.—A Srutam Foru or Ovcttaton, 



Fic. 1—Tue Testa Oscriator SuowN 

electrical science and through the 
many articles that have been written 
about him and his work by lay and 
technical writers. The loss which he 
recently sustained was a most serious 
one and called forth expressions of 
sympathy from every side. It resulted 
in his receiving one of the highest 
compliments ever paid to any man. 
‘This was from the pen of Charles A. 
Dana, editor of the New York Sun, 
and @ warm admirer of Tesla. Mr. 
Dana wrote as follows : 
The destruction of Nikola ‘Testa's workshop, with its wonderful contents, is something more than » Private calamity. It is misfortune to the whole World, Itts pot Ip any degree an exaggeration to say thatthe men living at this time who are more important to the hunan race than this young 
eman can be counted on ti 
Perhaps 00 the thu: of one h 

Immediately 

Mr. Tesla, instead of being prostrated 

following the fire 

by his misfortune, asreported in soy- 

eral daily newspapers, secured new 
quarters in which he began all over 

AT Circaco ty 1898, 

of his work published abroad while 
he is in his present crippled condi- 
tion, yet itis by his permission that 
these particulars are given here. 

Tn the course of lectures, all too 
few in number, Mr. ‘Lesla has at dif- 
ferent times demonstrated before 
technical societies in this country and 
abroad a number of experiments won- 
derfui in themselves and yet puny in 
comparison with the deep work of 
which they were but a feeble out- 
growth, It has come to be pretty gen- 
erally understood that the principal 

- T'esla’s labors were the 
more efficiont production of light, 
heat and powor by o| 

objects of ) 

ricity and the 
transmission of energy over long dia- 
tances, THis namo is especially usso- 
ciated with the discovery of new 
phenomena resulting from his re- 
searches into the qualities and effects 
of high potential and high frequency 

A Srtax Form or Osctunator. 

The wide field for improvement 
open to Mr. Tesla in his efforts to dis- 
Cover more efficient means of gener- 
ating electrical energy may be 
better appreciated when it is stated 
that actual tests have shown that the 
energy manifesting itself as light in 
4n incandescent lamp is less than five 
per cent of that received ss current. 
The other 95 per cent is lost between 
the coal pile and the lamp. An 
important step in Mr. ‘Tesla’s labors 
to reduce this tremendous loss was 
the invention of his “oscillator.” 
He reasoned that if large losses 
occurred in the steam engine and 
other large losses in the dynamo, 
it would minimize the combined losses 
if both machines were blended in one. 
And in the crudest terms this is what 
an oscillator is—an engine-dynamo, 

In generating current by a revoly- 
ing armature there is always some 
part of tho wire winding which ig | 
doing no work, just as in the steam 
engine the steam cylinder and its 
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a polished) glass, and the vessel is hermetically sealed by 

| placing » soft ‘ubber washer under and above each of the 

| glass In this manner the plates may be screwed on 

tight without fear of breaking them, 

ating solution, which in this case is a concentrated 

colo’ [phate of copper, is poured in through an open- 

“ing on the top ‘of the rubber frame, which is closed by & 

lug FR. 
4 E In the center of the vessel i placed a light and delicately 

4 patience? copper disc », the axis of whichis aupported by & 

- capillary glass tube which is fixed to one of the glass plates 

j of sealing wax, Or other material not attacked 

"To diminish the friction as much ax pos: 

ry tube which serves as ‘a bearing contains 
of the dine should be equi-dis- 

cétrodes. ‘To one wide of the axis of 

avery light indicator or pointer con- 

a thin glass thread. The glass pl 
asa circle with the usual 

as on aclock dial, This circle may 

1 vnw position relatively 

©) sisting pre 
eee 

~ of the matter, it 

B 

Be 

4 y 
io Muminating Com of Brooklyn, ~ 

e solvate extend thelp ternitory 
ight wer, by the erecti ght And po yy the 

of a second 
careful consi 

tory from their pr 

ficient load was aceumuli 

necessary for the n 

district station. For this purpose a 

of copper conductors of 1,000,000 circ. 

underground to a point two miles istant from 

first district atation, From this point sub-feede 

lid, and these in turn were heavil Raced the 

net-work of mains, A standard feeder is sel from 

‘one of these sub-feeders, and at the extremity of thi 

voltage is kept at a constant, pressure, As the | 

creases, the voltage is necessarily raised at the station 

of the large feeder so as to rve the voltage at the ex- 

tremity of the sub-feeder. efficiency of this system 

of low tension Jong distance transmission depends on the 

cost of the loss in the main foeder compared with the in- 

orcased operating expenses of a second district station, 

When the cost of the loss (in watts) in this transmission 

equals the operating expenses of a second district plant, 

then this plant will be erected and will be ran peel the 

coat of operating exceeds the loss in transmitting from the 

first district station. It has been theoretically caleul 

(and proved by practical results) that 1,000 amperes 

ban be transmitted before the starting of the new station is 
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Bony waluabdle inventions have been founded on the 
facts, but such inventions can never be perfec 

of selence upon which they are based are known.—Joseph 

THE TESLA EXPERIMENTS. 

HILE the interest in all the papers of the annual 

meeting of the American Institute of ‘Electrical 

Engineers was sustained throughout the sessions, there can 

be no question that most interest centred upon the lecture 

delivered by Mr. Tesla on the phenomena of alternating 

currents of high frequency. Mr. Tesla’s recent utterances 

on this subject had served to excite the curiosity of many, 

and we believe that a thorough analysis of the work accom- 
plished by Mr, Tesla, as exhibited in the experiments shown 
by him, will lead to the conclusion that those expectations 

1 ~ have been more than realized. The brilliant researches 
oe and experiments inaugurated by Dr. Hertz, and followed 

___ up by Lodge and others, which served to verify the theory 
a that the phenomena of light were referable to electro- 

) _ magnetic vibrations of the ether, seemed to point out an 
apparently easy way of obtaining illumination directly 
through the medium of electro-magnetic vibrations. It 
has remained for Mr. ‘Tesla, however, to recognize that for 

the production of light, electrostatic effects are necded, 
He reasoned that it was impossible to obtain primarily the 

esired electro-magnetic effects, since we must work with 
bodies of infinjtesimsl dimensions which eam be acted upon 
aplasia it being evident that an electro- 

ic wave cannot excite luminous radiation unless it 
a true light wave. To produce longer electro-magnetic 

Hwould, therefore, be of no avail ; but this is not the 
@ with electrostatic waves or thrusts. These, AQ mat- 

atecovery of 
ted unless the 

y short-circuited through the low resistance discharge be- 

of illumination by simply creating: ; 
near them, and also of using ip " 
wires. All these results can evidently only be 

the use of enormous frequencies and potentials, or, in other a 

words, powerful electrostatic effects, the study of which 

was made difficult in cor moe of the fact that in pre- 

vious experiments, looking to this end, the static 
were excessively small, owing to the fact that the coil 

tween the knobs of the discharger. The method of con- 

version devised by Mr. Tesla, allowing of the use of any 

frequency, enables us to undertake a much more exact and 

easy study of the effects of short waves. Again, his ex- 

periments with the lamps burning when connected with 

their terminals to a short, thick copper bar, are 

interesting, The possibility of verifying nodes on the 

bar by simply using a Cardew voltmeter will be of great 

value in investigating these phenomena. His experiments 

also prove that while, with alternating currents of low fre- 

quency, such as are now generally employed, Tes 

self-induction must be largely considered, those of - 

frequency accentuate largely the condenser effects which : 

have to be allowed for accordingly. 

Tt would lead us too far to enter into all of the numer- 

ous points suggested by Mr. Tesla’s lecture, but he showed 

enough to warrant the assertion that in a comparatively = 

short time the practiesl application of these principles to 

the production of artificial illumination will. be 

sooomplighed fact. i 


